In Satanism one is free to have their own views of things. In any way, power and understanding form different levels and different views, and abilities. If the beliefs that accompany lower levels came into the ability of higher levels, that is a haphazard situation.

Imagine putting a coked out addict on a withdrawal on with the US suitcase of Nuclear activation. Not a good idea.

If someone is wronged individually, ie, yourself, then turning the other cheek is obviously not the option. This is person to person morals and they are different. If you are wronged personally, that is different.

Turning the other cheek does not mean accepting correction from your mom or dad. It means to tolerate unjustified abuse such as being enslaved. Reacting to your mom and dad for telling you to wear a coat does not make you by default less enslaved.

On the other hand social morals, ie, how we relate to the world at large, is a different thing. If a whole country's people is deceived this is not because they want to get to you personally unless one has psychopathy and wants to hate every living person under a new moral guise. Hundreds of millions of so called 'Xians' are not really xian to go after a person specifically.

Even Satan who is the main target of this hate for centuries has shown Justice for centuries and understanding to this human dumb fuckery situation. This is called acting in Justice. They can see and they know how these things came about.

Turning the other cheek is some sort of psycho situation where the wronged person constantly accepts everything abusive. This is the death of the law of Justice, and the ultimate breeding of Injustice.

In that case a Muslims who wants to kill will say "But they are all Iblis Devil worshippers" and hate us all. Christianity also is the same principal of hating everyone blindly for them not being Christian. Jews hate everyone and
machinate everyone's death, because whatever others do not believe their hebrew reptilian crap.

Satan is about Justice not about being a little always hateful wimp like an unwashed smelly kike, that prays for the death of all mankind for not kissing his smelly reptilian ass.

To act like the above is also totally unjust and is not related to any form of Justice.

As the enemy does randoms are condemned into eternal hellfire merely for simply existing in a state they considered 'Pagan and therefore unclean'. This sort of reaction has nothing to do with Justice.

People randomly existing and never having went to church and don't even remember the wife or mommy of jewboo is mary, do not deserve the punishments of the enemy on the top dogs so to say. The enemy has received the collective punishment they have headed into after a very long time, and infinite amounts of actions that lead to that.

Justice is to give things where these are due. Giving things where they are due is not weakness, is is appropriate use of power. Throwing random punishments to random people is not Justice.

With that stated I am glad some people will never become legal judges. Muslim application of such mentality has some laws such as cutting a hand off because of stealing an apple. This understanding arose from the Quran which is a jewish manuscript. In California which has jews dancing all over the place in the legal system, we see the reverse - Turn the Other Cheek applied in legal matters, looting places out of business now is not a punishable crime at all, just a little "Misbehavior". These imbalances are supposed to lead people equally into damned civilizations, where injustice reigns and good people suffer.

Jews are hated because they are psychopathic, and they know it very well. The proportion of this is so great that it's hard to find a non psychopathic jew. That is because they are alien and unhealthy mentally and physically in a deep level that will never really be understood. People not understanding this and assuming they were like everyone else, has made sure that they escaped every punishment on small accounts.

Characteristic of their condition is them KNOWING why this is the case, but
always dismissing everyone as merely a stupid and hateful anti-Semitic goyim, all in conspiracy to take down their unwashed reptilian holiness, and remove the wisdom of not bathing for 40 days as spiritual procedure from the face of this earth. Jews believe the world revolves around them, same as the universe. This is no mystery as to why they think that way, as they are inherently ill.

In the mind of a rat, the only thing that matters is them and their cheese - and any trap set to get them from stop eating the sacks in the storehouse, is "Anti-Semitism". As rats imagine a world where they can swim in cheese, so do Jews imagine a world where everyone turns the other cheek and gives them all their cheese, a world without any "traps" to set them straight. As such the arch-enemy of Israel became "Satan", which merely means "Accuser".

"He accuses them in front of the assembly of God, ie, the universe". God is only a keyword for nature. This is why the Jews stay, Satan goes on to "God" and he issues his decrees on God. Energy is raised by the Gods for the punishment of the Jews. Jews know that humans may not see everything but Gods do see them for what they are. As an extension, Pagans who are aware of this are hated. To that influence of the "Accuser Messenger", they attribute pogroms, antisemitism, and essentially every measure of pest control this world has ever taken to fend of this incessant looting, Satan is "evil" as he throws their karma and crimes at them - the Jews really dislike that and they hate him for issuing punishments.

When one knows what the enemy really is, it all makes sense, that Satan is in no way bad for being after them. Satan can also be a symbol for everyone who understands how far their crimes go. Even in their story, Satan is totally innocent and did nothing wrong, but only did moral and good things against them in humanity's defense.

All that Satan did "wrong" was just to defend Gentiles from this Jewish invasion of rats, and defend the storehouse of human civilization from these diseased looters. This is a cloaked allegory of the defense the Pagan Gods have issued on behalf of humanity and human civilization, and their resistance so that we aren't taken over by the botched reptilian bad genetic experiment.

The situation now is the rats sit on the sacks and they tell the farmers to attack the very same person that tried to keep them out of the storehouse, and how it's in their best interest to have all their grain sacked and consumed by the fat rats, and they live their lives henceforth as a slave planet only to that specific end. And
how that is some sort of great mission and a great thing.

Whenever any farmer recoils to that, it's called "Anti-semitism". It's that simple.

In the mind of the jews, all crimes are justified, so long they aren't found out. The Talmud elaborates on this very notion. Disproportionate punishment such as jews randomly killing Goyim because they had a bad day, even if a goyim did nothing, are all fine in there, same as pedophilia, abuse, thievery, causing wars and so forth.

In the Talmud it also mentions that if one goes as much as to smack a jew, they are to be put to death. Remember this when you see this tribe next time somewhere in the United States telling you lies about how they want to uphold justice etc. What makes them "Jewish" in comparison to everyone else, except of their blood, is awareness such as the above. Jews believe it's divine mandate and have formulated strange ideas on why they behave like rats, and made religions to deify their soul which is that of a fat and arrogant rat.

Ongoing behavior like this for centuries has earned them the position that they have today. To dislike them is totally justified.
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